
My Dear Friend,  

 

What a day it has been! You must visit me in Iraq, Baghdad. It is the most 

wonderful place. 

 

It has many of these books I’ve never 

heard of in the House of Wisdom. I’ve 

read at least TEN Greek books! 

Everybody always is interested in 

the studies I’ve predicted! Nobody in 

London has ever shown interest in 

what I say, that’s why I truly think 

that you should come and 

experience this moment with me. 

Although, I must say I haven’t been able to normalise being in such scorching 

heat before. Every time I sleep my covers come to the other side of the bed 

because of the heat cooking my skin in the thin air. Yesterday, I paid my 

respects at our near mosque and I most truly stunned by the beauty. 

Symmetrical patterns were placed on terracotta tiles pushed neatly through the 

wall.  

 

Despite all the fun I’ve been having, it took me time to get used to such 

crammed crowds hustling through the market. The visit here was amazing and 

as your friend I would absolutely love and recommend if you went here as I 

know this may make you as astonished as I was when I saw modern buildings 

with domes poking upwards like a meringue made in the bakeries back in 

London. Not long ago, I had visited the House Of Wisdom and ever since then I 

was bewitched. There were sheets that felt like pure sand, with all written 

knowledge of every information known to exist. Learning about mathematics 

and how science works around things made me puzzled but at the same time, 

enchanted. I have even been told about the white glows in the sky and how 

they are called ‘stars’. I’ve also entered Silk Road where people would sell their 

merchandise and traders would be roamed around and traded items they had.  

As you can see my point is that I think you should come and experience this 

treasure with me! I have never had this much fun since around 800AD! I 

assure you that this place will leave you in entrance, 

 

Best wishes,  

Your dear friend, 

Naziha  


